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Abstract
A software quality Engineer acts like the end gate wearing multiple hats throughout the test cycle to
ensure a customer delight product. This paper presents a complex activity called ‘Client Applications
Testing’ [CAT]; a systematic procedure to qualify multiple software applications at Tektronix and how the
software quality group optimized it using ‘High Speed Serial DUT Simulator’ [HDS], a proprietary utility to
augment Test Automation.
At Tektronix a major release of core platform software or firmware includes qualification of the software
plug-ins and applications built over platform or firmware. This is CAT and demystified with various
examples in the paper.
The snap shot (as in Figure A) shows various resources being allocated
during a CAT phase and one of the challenge organization faces during
such major release is to qualify the software plug-ins and applications
built over the platform or firmware with effective utilization of resources to
gain maximum productivity; but this also effects the current developments.
At Tektronix India HDS has enabled to achieve significant productivity;
HDS is a DUT (Device Under Test) simulation utility for various High
Speed Serial Standards and automated test suites. How making a one
point contact to do the CAT with help of HDS has optimized CAT is given
a focus in the paper. The snap shot (as in Figure B) represents the glimpse of optimized CAT.
This paper also presents how the loss in productivity is
reversed and helped the organization grow & excel in delivering
high quality products with faster time-to-market. It also brings
out what made the team to surpass the challenges encountered
with ease and thus defined a new level in the organization’s
software development process with their innovative efforts
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